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in other colonial questions where no German interests were
involved. He showed special courtesy to Jules Simon, the
head of the French delegation at the Working Men's Con-
ference in Berlin. He invited French artists to participate
in a German art exhibition—an invitation which was at first
accepted but later refused on account of an outcry in the
French Press. He arranged for a visit of his mother, the
Empress Frederick, to Paris. But this eventually led to
such a hostile demonstration that a serious scandal was
narrowly averted by the energy of the French Government
and by her departure from Paris on an earlier train than had
been intended.7 It contributed to a new chauvinist out- '
burst and a renewed desire for closer relations with Russia.8
With Russia also the Kaiser sought to remain on the
old friendly terms. He was profuse in assurances that
German policy should suffer no change as a result of Bis-
marck's dismissal. In August, 1890, he visited the Tsar at
Narva and relations seemed cordial between the monarchs
as well as between Caprivi and Giers, though the latter
failed in his further attempt to get some kind of a written
agreement which should replace the Re-insurance Treaty,
But in fact the Russians were becoming suspicious that
Germany was drawing closer to England. The Treaty of
June 14, 1890, by which Germany had given up claims to
a great strip of African territory near Zanzibar in return
for Heligoland, seemed to point in this direction.9 If Lord
Salisbury had given away a suit of clothes in exchange for
a suspender button, as Henry M. Stanley sarcastically de-
t G.P., VH, 263 ff; Debidour, 1,165468.
* The Russians had at first been alarmed at the Kaiser's efforts at.
reconciliation with France, .and were delighted with the outburst against
the Empress Frederick, in which they were suspected by the German
Ambassador in Paris of having had a hand. The Tsar took advantage of
the favorable opportunity to flatter the French by conferring the Order
of St. Andrew upon President Carnot, who returned the compliment by
bestowing the Grand Cross of the Legion of Honor upon the Russia*?.
Ambassador in Paris. GP., VII, 198-201.	» GJP., VIII, 3-25.

